The Principal chief Mechanical Engineers
All Zonal Railways


In view of the 2019 nCoV(Coronavirus) outbreak, following preventive action are advised to be taken by All Zonal Railway immediately.

1. Ensure proper cleanliness of coaches, their toilets and pantry cars along with their proper disinfection as per prescribed frequency.
2. Ensure cleaning of air filters of AC coaches during every primary maintenance.
3. Availability of liquid soap and water in toilets of coaches and pantry cars should be ensured.
4. Regular and proper cleaning by OBHS staff to be ensured. The OBHS staff should also be advised to periodically clean the doors, door latches, taps and door handles etc. which are areas of frequent touch by the passengers.
5. Full watering of trains at watering stations should be ensured.
6. Proper cleaning of coaches and watering at CTS should be ensured.
7. The linen should be given in sealed packets to passengers and linen attendants to be strictly advised not to supply the used linen in any circumstances.
8. Posters of A4 size in Hindi and English (copy enclosed and to be provided by CPRO office) should be pasted at each doorway of the coaches.

Please ensure strict compliance.

(Vinay Srivastava)
Ex. Director Mech. Engg. (Chg.)
Railway Board